


Their refined and timeless decoration blends
the charm of the old and the comfort and
simplicity of modern conveniences.

With a surface around 22 sqm, our Superior
Rooms plunge you into soft and warm hues
and into their unique atmosphere.

You will find all the equipment of a high-
standard hotel room with a private bathroom,
32” flat screen television, hairdryer, minibar
and safe box.

SUPERIOR ROOMS



PRESTIGE ROOMS

Furnitures from antique market, beautiful
fabrics and natural colors on walls give charm
and character to our Prestige Rooms.

With a surface around 35 sqm, you will find
them in each building of Les Sources de
Cheverny.

Naturally oriented towards the surrounding
nature, you will appreciate the peaceful view
of the woods or the vineyards, waking up
slowly in the early morning.



Infused with the own atmosphere of each
building, the Junior Suites of Le Château du
Breuil and their antique furnitures are the
reflection of a castle charged with history.

In the other houses, our Junior Suites of
around 40 sqm will plunge you into a world of
sweetness, combining comfort, modern
aesthetic and character.

JUNIOR SUITES



The Suites of Les Sources de Cheverny, with a
surface around 50m², provide a spacious and
comfortable living space thanks to their
separate lounge. Apart from the bedroom, the
adjoining room offers a bright space,
conducive to relaxation and unwinding to feel
just like home.

SUITES



Le Baron Perché is the iconic Suite of the
hotel – reminiscence of wooden cabins and
belvederes that can be found in the Loire
Valley magnificent forests.

This suite overlooking the lake of Les Sources
de Cheverny is a true haven of peace. Inside
the 47-sqm room offers an open space
tastefully decorated to make the atmosphere
warm.

Outside, the terrace suggests a panoramic view
of the estate and orchards, while the private
Nordic bath promises relaxing moments.

THE SIGNATURE SUITE
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